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Pick a few of your favorite topics and add them to your Editorial Calendar. 
No more worrying over what the heck you are going to write about.  
 
1. Answers to your client's 10 Frequently Asked Questions (that's 10 blog posts) 
2. Answers to 10 questions your client's should be asking (that's 10 more blog posts) 
3. Local and national news 
4. Recent studies, reports and opinion pieces 
5. Comments from your Facebook page or previous blog posts 
6. How-to articles (make it really short and simple, or include a short 2-5 minute video) 
7. Unique uses for your products or services 
8. Proven facts and/or dispelled myths 
9. Questions from Quora.com 
10. Industry news (use Google Alerts to keep up with current happenings) 
12. Other blog posts (my favorite site is Alltop.com) 
13. Solve a common problem 
14. Ask your clients for questions/topics 
15. Ask your vendors for questions/topics 
16. Review a new book or product 
17. Case studies 
18. Favorite quotes or inspirational phrase 
19. Best takeaways from an industry event or seminar you attended 
20. Pop culture or celebrity news (find a connection and have fun with it) 
21. YouTube videos (brief summary then a link to the video) 
22. Repurpose content you have written on other sites or from year's past 
23. Lessons learned (share your mistakes and how you fixed them) 
24. Feedback request 
25. Longer blog posts summaries - turn into a series of shorter articles 
26. Community projects/involvement 
27. Upcoming events 
28. Behind the scenes look at your business 
29. Sneak peek into upcoming project, service or change 
30. How industry experts do it 

 



31. Client spotlight 
32. Guest bloggers (ask others to submit posts) 
33. Interview clients, vendors and industry experts 
34. Tell your story about how and why you started your business 
35. Best-of posts on a specific topic (a post that links to your best articles about a specific topic) 
36. Worst-case scenarios 
37. Your successes (and client successes too) 
38. Update previous posts 
39. Top 10s or numbered lists ("10 ways to get new clients this week") 
40. Expand on or update top-performing blog posts 
41. Your favorite tools, tricks and resources 
42. Step-by-step guide showing how to something 
43. List of things to avoid doing 
44. Ask a thought-provoking or controversial question 
45. Round up of best blogs, posts and/or websites on a specific topic or industry 
46. Share a client testimonial or experience 
47. Answer a "What if" question 
48. Glossary and terms in your niche 
49. Create a survey or ask readers to vote in a poll 
50. Compare and contrast 
51. Gratitude 
52. Soapbox/rant 
53. Day in the life 
54. Unique way your product/service has been used 
55. Create a contest 
56. Talk about what inspires you 
57. How you overcame a difficult obstacle or challenge 
58. Point out common mistakes in your industry and offer solutions on how to fix or avoid them 
59. Offer a list of benefits for using your service/product 
60. Trends to watch. 
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